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INTRODUCTION
The analysis of a tall building under vertical loads such as dead
loads, live loads, and lateral loads due to wind is tedious and time
consuming by any method. The distribution of wind pressure on a tall
building is very complicated and irregular. In view of the many uncer-
tainties involved, such as the exact pressure distribution, the torsion
of the whole building frame, the secondary moments, an exact solution
is apparently impossible.
Methods for analyzing wind stress can be found in some structural
books, but no reference was made to the complete design of a tall building.
Therefore, the writer of this report was doubtful about the manner in
which a tall building was designed forty years ago when electronic com-
puters were not available. Being interested in this problem, the author,
within his knowledge, presents here a speedy and modified combination of
several methods which can be outlined as follows:
First of all, the cantilever method is used to solve for the wind
stresses which are combined with the stresses due to vertical live and
dead loads in order to obtain the approximate size for columns and
girders. (3), (7)» Knowing the approximate sections in columns and
girders the portal method is used for a more refined analysis of the wind
stresses and the moment distribution method, which requires the approximate
stiffness faotors of all members, is used to recalculate the stresses due
Numbers in parentheses, thus: (3) (7), refer to corresponding items
in the Bibliography.
to the vertical loads. The combination of the above two different kinds
of stresses can be used to revise the size of columns and girders in the
final design. (1), (8).
METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF WIND STRESS
In this analysis it is assumed that the steel frames of a tall building
resists the entire wind load. Although masonry walls and partitions increase
the lateral stability of the building, they are neglected in the analysis.
There are several methods that may be used to analyze the stresses in
a tall building frame. A few of these are described briefly below:
The approximate methods—These methods are based on several assumptions
and without consideration of the elastic behavior of members of the bent in
the frame. These methods are quickly performed and, for buildings of
typical proportions, are quite satisfactory. The resultant stresses may
be somewhat in error. These methods ignore the secondary bending moments
which result from changes in length of columns under direct wind stresses.
For large proportions of bent height to width in the building, these moments
may have considerable influence.
The principle approximate methods are:
(A) Cantilever method --It is assumed that the points of contra-
flexure are located at the mid-point of girders and the mid-point of
columns, the unit direct stresses vary as the distance of the columns from
the center of gravity of the bent regardless of column area. (7)
(B) Portal method I——The assumption for the location of the points
of contraflexure is the same as that for the cantilever method. It is also
assumed that the shear in each exterior column is the same and equals one-
half the shear in an interior column. (7)
(C) Portal method II——It is actually a modified method of both the
cantilever method and the portal method I. It is assumed that the points
of contraflexure are located at different heights according to the number
of stories of the building. The amount of shear in the columns is equal
to a factor which is related to the number of bays and columns times the
total shear in the story. (7)
The above three methods are based on the assumption of horizontal
shear which is arbitary. With equal spacing in columns, these methods
can be used. But, for irregular column spacing and for tall buildings,
errors may oocur due to the relation of beams and columns.
(D) The Cross method- This is the so called moment distribution
method. For tall frames the large number of cycles necessary to effect
an accurate solution renders it impractical. This method is more accurate
than the cantilever and portal methods, but it cannot be applied if the
sizes of beams and columns are unknown. (1
)
(E) Witmer method of K percentages This method of K (Stiffness
factor) percentage is based on the actual sizes and dimensions of the bent.
For bents having a large variety of proportions moments were found to vary
too much from results obtained by other methods to be considered permis-
sible. (1) (8)
(F) Slope deflection method--—The method requires the solution
for many unknowns and is impractical unless a computer is available. The
slope deflection is the best known of the theoretical methods. The stresses
found by the slope deflection method are not exact because the assumptions
are not strictly valid.
From the above brief discussion, the following conclusion can be made:
If a preliminary design of a frame is made with an assumption of dis-
continuous girders, and if the secondary moments in the columns due to axial
distortion caused by direct wind stress are neglected, the cantilever and
portal methods can be used in analysis and design with some assumptions.
PROPOSED METHOD OF ANALYSIS IN THE
DESIGN OF A TALL BUILDING
The analysis of multiple story building frames under vertical loads
and wind loads by means of any method is admittedly tedious and time con-
suming. In this paper, a combination of several methods is presented.
The proposed method of design is demonstrated by the analysis of a
4-bay, 40-story building frame. To date, no simple exact method has been
published. The purpose of this report is to simplify the method of analysis.
The following procedures and assumptions can be found in the books on the
theory of structures list in the bibliography:
(1) All columns and all girders in any story have the same sizes
and cross sections. In the approximate design, the convenient method is
used to obtain the approximate sizes of columns and girders. For simplifying
the procedure, typical stories are taken as the subframes of a tall building,
and the size of columns and girders are determined from the design manual
of AISC Specification.
(2) By the cantilever method, the wind moments and direct stresses in
columns can be determined by the weight of the whole structure.
(3) The approximate stresses are obtained by combining the stresses
due to vertical and lateral wind forces.
(4) After obtaining the stresses and approximate sizes of columns
and girders, one can easily calculate the stiffness factors of all members.
(5) By applying the moment distribution method, to obtain the stresses
due to vertical loads, and the portal method, for wind stresses, these
stresses may be combined and the columns and girders selected. The typical
floors are used in this operation.
.
The procedure of analysis of a tall building is demonstrated by-
analyzing a 4-bay, 40-story building frame with 12 feet height for each
floor. The total height is 480 feet. There are six unknowns for each
story, namely five joint rotations, 0, and one side sway, R, and total of
6 x 40 240 unknowns in the entire building. The method (5) above oan
be used without the help of a computer.
The procedure is outlined in the following chart:
The analysis of a tall building frame would normally be accomplished
by a "guess and check" procedure. Moments of inertia or stiffness factors
could be approximated in the first analysis by using the AISC Specification.
These approximate stiffness factors are the basis for the second analysis
from which a set of revised bending moments are obtained for the whole
frame. From the revised moments, a set of revised or final sizes in the
frame can be obtained. The details of analysis will be discussed in the
following sections.
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THE FIRST ANALYSIS
Wind forces become more important as the height of a structure is
increased. The subject of wind resistance in tall buildings may be
divided into three parts:
(A) The wind pressure must be assumed.
(B) The stresses due to the wind pressure should be determined.
(C) The working stresses should be determined.
A. Wind pressure
Host high buildings are in cities in which the maximum wind pressure
to be resisted is specified by the municipal building code. New York City
uses 30 lbs. per sq. ft. as the wind pressure for tall buildings. But the
effect of walls, partitions and floors increases the rigidity of the frame,
so that 20 lbs. per sq. ft. which corresponds to a wind velocity of 80 miles
per hr., is used as a uniformly-applied wind pressure on the building. (8)
B. Determination of wind stresses
In the approximate design, the AISC Code is used to select the
approximate sizes of columns and girders. The cantilever method is used
to determine the wind stresses. After that the portal method is applied
in the second design with the aid of the simplified typical floors.
C. Working stresses
Because wind loads seldom reach their maximum, greater working stresses
are permissible for the wind loading acting alone or in combination with
dead and live loads. The AISC Specification recommends that working stresses
may be increased 33«33$ above the allowable stress when members are subject
to both wind loads and vertical loads, provided the required section com-
puted on this basis is not less than that required for the design dead and
live loads, computed without the one-third allowable stress increase.
(A) GENERAL LAYOUT
Floor loads and wind loads are assumed
Dead load (vertical) Roof ,100 lbs per sq. ft.
Floor 150 lbs per sq. ft.
Live load (vertical) Roof 25 lbs per sq. ft.
Floor 50 lbs per sq. ft.
Wind load (horizontal) 20 lbs per sq. ft.
Working stresses for steel (AISC Code)
Tension f = 20,000 lbs per sq. in.
s
1
Compression f = varies with K~
Wind working stresses increase by one-third allowable stress
where K Effective length factor, in this problem, it is equal to
1.0 according to the Commentary of AISC Specification, p 5-117
r Governing radius of gyration
1 = Span length
Assuming 12 feet of height for each floor and 6 feet for parapet,
the building has 20 feet for the span between columns in both directions
in this problem.
By the assumption of a 6 foot parapet, we have a uniform wind force
of 4.8 kips at each floor. The first step is to compute the story shears
and story moments of the columns due to the wind force. The 30th story
shear is illustrated in Fig. 2, and the story moment at that story is
illustrated in Fig. 3. For simplification, here, the story moment is
equal to the product of story height 12 feet and the story shear H. This
moment is a little bit larger than the story moment computed from cantilever
method by 5 percent and that is considered acceptable. These story shears
and moments at 40th
, 30th , 20th , 10
th
, 2nd stories are computed as illustrated
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in column 1 and 2 in the Table 1 . The axial forces due to dead and live
loads are in column 3 and 4. Total column axial forces due to dead and
reduced live load are shown in column 5« The reduction of live load is
based on the American Standard Building Code Requirements, page 5-163.
(a) No reduction on roof live load.
(b) For live load of 100 lbs. per sq. ft. or less, the design live
load on any member supporting 150 square feet or more, the reduction shall
exceed neither R as shown in the following formula nor 60 percent.
R(#) 100 x JLi-L = 100 x 1 5° + 50 = 100—220- = 93.6£ > 6o£
4.33L 4.33 x 50 216.5
in which
R(#) = reduction of what (of live load) in percent
D = dead load per square foot of area supported by the member
For live load exceeding 100 lbs per sq. ft., no reduction shall be
made, except that the design live loads on columns may be reduced 20$. In
this problem, 60 percent is used as the reduction factor.
(B) PRIMARY CONSIDERATIONS
From the above Table 1 , the dimensions of columns can be determined
by using the AISC Code.
For the approximate dimensions for all girders, the uniform vertical
loads acting on each girder is
(100 + 25) x 20 = 2,500 lbs per ft. For roof at 40th story
(150 +50) x 20 = 4,000 lbs per ft. For 30th , 20th , .... stories
These girders will be rigidly connected to the columns, but they will
not be entirely fixed. Hence, we can make the first design on the basis
of a controlling moment of J-WL2 (3).
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(C) SELECTION OF APPROXIMATE DIMENSIONS
(1 ) Columns
Columns are designed from the top downward based on the dead and
reduced live loads. The dimensions shown in Table 1 are designed by
AISC Code. The column size will be considered constant near the typical
stories* Wind bending moments are reduced to an equivalent central load
from the relation (3)
s/a
The factor S/A varies but slightly for the 14 x 16 WF sections being
from 5*4 to 5«6 only. Its variation is always small. Hence, 14- x 16 WF
sections will be chosen for the whole building.
For 40th story
D.L. L.L. = 50k
Moment reduced to equivalent force 28 * 8 x 12 12.5k
5.5 x 5
62.5k
Try 14WF43 F = 36
ksi
L/r = 12 x 12/1.89 = 76.1 P = 200k
For 30 story
D.L. L.L. = 770k
Moment reduced to equivalent force ^ x 12 = 276
5.5 x 5
1046k
k th
1046 does not include the total column weight above 30 story, so
= 42ksi
.
In the same way, we have the required approximate column sections in
try 14WF167 F This section has the ability to support 1201 .
•7
20™, 10™, and 2nd stories. It is shown in Fig. 2.
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(2) Girders
For the girder sections, the moments are:
M = -1- x 2500 x (20) 2 x 12 = 1 ,200,000 lbs in For roof
10
S = M/f
s 1
,200,000/20,000 = 60in3
The required section modulus is furnished by a 14WF43 F 36ksi
(S =» 62.7)
M = 4- x M00 x (20
)
2 x 12 = 1 ,920,000 lbs in For other floors
10
S M/f 1,920,000/20,000 = 96in3
s
ksi
The required section modulus is then furnished by a 16WF64 F » 36 ,
(S = 104.2)
All approximate sections are shown in Fig. 4.
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SECOND ANALYSIS
(A) WIND LOAD STRESSES ANALYZED BY PORTAL METHOD (8)
The portal method for computing approximate moments, shears, and
axial forces from the horizontal force due to wind loads is based on the
following assumptions:
(1
)
The point of contraflexure of each column is at mid-height of
the story*
(2) The point of contraflexure of each girder is at its mid-point.
(3) The horizontal shear on any frame is divided equally among the
members of the panel. An outer column takes but one-half of the shear of
an interior column.
{k) The wind load is resisted entirely by the steel frame.
The actual computations for this method are extremely simple. At the
inflection points, M 0, only shears and axial forces are transmitted
from one-half to the other. An inflection point is equivalent to a hinge,
which transfers only forces but not moments. All moments, shears and axial
forces are computed by statics shown in Fig. 5.
For illustration, consider points C and D, the total shear in the
section of 30th story is 52.
8
k
. The shear in each exterior column is
52.8/8 = 6.6k
and in each interior column is
6.6 x 2 = 13.
2
k
The shears in other floors are obtained in the same way, and act at
the hinges (inflection points) as shown.
How, considering the equilibrium of the rigid structure between hinges
a, b, and c,
6.6x6 = 39.6k"ft
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The column moment is obtained directly by multiplying the shear times
its lever arm, 6 feet. The girder moment at C, for equilibrium, is equal
and opposite to the sum of the columns moments. The shear in the girder
is obtained by recognizing that its moment (shear times the half span of
girder) must be equal to the girder moment at C. Hence, this shear is
(6.6 x 6 + 6.0 x 6)/l0 = 7.56k
The moment at the other end D, is equal to the moment at C. At D,
the column moments are computed in the same way from knowing the shears
and lever arms. The girder moment to the right of C is
7.56 x 10 75.6k_ft *
Axial forces in the columns are also obtained by statics. After
obtaining shears at every joint, the axial force can be computed by
equilibrium.
(B) ANALYSIS OF VERTICAL LOADS STRESSES (8)
The approximate wind stresses were computed by the portal method.
For analysis of the vertical live and dead load stresses, the live load
must be arranged in a great variety of different schemes. Such schemes
are required to obtain the maximum moments in all members. The following
checkerboard patterns will result in larger effects than others.
A simplified approximate moment distribution method which allows the
determination of these moments with reasonable accuracy and a limited
amount of computation is presented here. In this method, moments are
determined with sufficient acouracy by breaking up the entire frame into
simpler typical subframes as shown in Fig. 6.
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Each of these consists of one girder, plus the top and bottom columns
framing into that particular girder. In this problem, considerable
simplification can be achieved by noting that:
(1) All live and dead loads are uniformly distributed although of
varying magnitudes.
(2) The structure is symmetrical.
To reduce computations, moments are determined separately for a uniform
load of 1 kip per ft. placed individually on span AB and BC. The moments
for all other loadings shown in Fig. 7 can be computed by simple super-
position of the moments obtained from these two loading conditions. Also,
simplifications such as these depend on the shape of the structure and the
type of loading and should be used when possible.
The fixed-end moments WL2/12 for W=1 kip per ft. are 33.3k
~ft
. The
stiffnesses and distribution factors are computed in the usual manner from
the given lengths and moment of inertia. For this particular type of moment
computation in building frames, a special way of recording the calculations
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Fig. 7. Determination of moments due to live load in building frames.
is often found convenient. This scheme is shown in detail in Figs. 8-17
and is self-explanatory. It has the advantage that all figures are written
in one instead of two directions. Carry-overs along the girders can be
indicated by arrows in the usual manner. By taking advantage of the
symmetry of the structure, it is seen that all component moments on one
side are equal and opposite to those for the symmetrically located sections
on the other side. The resulting moments caused by unit loads on individual
spans of each story are shown in Tables 2-6.
The moments for span loads on CD and DE are equal and opposite to
those for symmetrically located sections for span loads on BC and AB
respectively.
(C) THE COMBINATION OF MAXIMUM MOMENTS DUE TO WIND AND VERTICAL LOADS
From these moments caused by the unit loads, the actual maximum frame
moments due to dead and live loads (from Tables 2-6) can be combined with
the wind load moments (from Fig. 2 by portal method).
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For 40th story (Table 2 and Fig. b)
I. Max. girder moments
"a
D.L. all span (2) (-37.92) * -75.80k
-ft
L.L. on AB (0.5) (-29.30) = -U.65k"ft
L.L. on BC (0.5X- 9.87) = - 4.98k-ft
W.L. » - 3.60k""
-99.03k
"ft
II. Max. column moments
*AA'
D.L. all span (2) (-20.95) a JM.90k~ft
L.L. on AB (0.5)(-2^.30) = -12.15k"ft
W.L. = - 3.60k-ft
-57.65k
"ft
For 30th story (Table 3 and Fig. 4)
I. Max. girder moments
MBA D.L. all span (3)(-3M5) = -103.35
k"ft
L.L. on AB (1K-31.65) =-3l.65k"ft
L.L. on BC (DC- 3.50) = - 3.50k-ft
W.L. - 75.60
k"ft
-21^.08k"ft
II. Max. column moments
MBB' D.L. all span (3)("K).7^) = +2.22
k"ft
L.L. on AB and CD (1)(t^.06-K>.68) =-J,R7/fk-ft
•
W.L. = 79.20k-f-t
96.1
6
k"n
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For 20th story (Table 4 and Fig. 4)
I. Max. girder moments
MgA d,l * all span (3X-34.25) = -102.75
L.L. on AB (1) (-32.55) = - 32.55
L.L. on BC (1)(- !•?*) »- 1.7*
W.L. -147.60
-284.64k-ft
II* Max. column moments
Mgg, D.L. all span (3)("K).40) + 1.20
L.L. on AB and CD (1)05.40+0.38) = +15.78
W.L. 151.20
-I68.18k~ft
For 10th story (Table 5 and Fig. 4)
I. Max. girder moments
M
fiA
D.L. all span (3) (-33.83) = -101.49
L.L. on AB (D(-32.78) = - 32.78
L.L. on BCBC (D(- 1.07) = - 1.07
W.L. » -219.5
354.8^"^
II. Max. column moments
Mqqi D.L. all span (3X+0.26) = + 0.78
L.L. on AB and CD (1) (15.76+0.25) + 16.01
W.L. 223
239.01 k
"ft
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For 2nd story (Table 6 and Fig. 4)
I. Max. girder moments
*BX
D.L. all span
L.L. on AB
L.L. on BC
W.L.
II. Max. column moments
MAA« D.L. all span
L.L. on AB and CD
W.L.
(3) (-33.67) = -101.01
(1) (-32.93) - 32.93
(D(- 0.75) - 0.75
-277.0
-41 1 .69^
(3)(0.18) = + 0.54
(1)06.08+0.18) = 16.26
=
-280.0
296.80k
~ft
(D) REVISION OF THE APPROXIMATE SECTIONS
From these combined moments caused by dead load, live load, and wind
load, we may redesign the sections for girders and columns. By specification,
working stresses can be increased 33.3 percent to 26,700 lbs per sq. in.
(1) For girders
th
For 40 story
MBA
= 99.03k
"ft
x 12,000 = 1,190,000
S = 1,190,000/26,000 = 44.6in3
Use 14WF43 (S = 62.7in3 I = 429.0^)
For 30th story
M^ = 214.08 x 12,000 = 2,570,000lb-in
S = 2,570,000/26,700 = 96.5^
Use 14WF68 (S = 103in3 I = 724.1^)
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For 20th story
MBA
= 284.64 x 12,000 = 3,420,000lb
~in
S = 3,^20,000/26,700 = I28in3
Use 14WF84 (S 130.9in3 I = 928.4^)
For 10th story
MBA
= 354.84 x 12,000 = 4,260,000lb
"in
S = 4,260,000/26,700 I60in3
Use 14WF103 (S = I63in3 I 1l65-8in^)
For 2nd story
MBA
= ^11 «69 x 12,000 = 4,930,000
lb"in
S = 4,930,000/26,700 = 185in3
Use 14WF119 (S = 189.4in3 I = 1 373.1 in/f )
(2) For columns
The choice must be made for resisting axial stresses and moments
caused by dead, live and wind loads with normal working stresses increased
33 •3 percent. Also, members must be designed to satisfy the normal allowable
stresses for pure gravity loads. Therefore, there are two cases to be
considered.
Case I D.L. + L.L.
(a) Axial force
(b) Bending moment Maximum at M^,
At normal working stress of
Fa varies with KiLa r
Fb = 20
ksi
Case II (D.L. + L.L.) + W.L.
(a) Axial force
(b) Bending moment--—-Maximum at Mgg t
At increasing one-third normal working stress of
Fa = increasing Fa in case I
Fb = 20 x 1.33 = 26.7
ksi
From AISC Specification of 19&3, Sixth Edition, there are two formulas
which must be satisfied
— + — £ 1.0 when— ^0.15
a
rb *a
«a + °- 8 5 tk <. 1#0 when -§. ^ 0.15
Fa " £a) Fb F,
IT
a
Where
pf = 7- = actual axial unit stress
a A
f, = — actual bending unit stress
F = axial compression stress permitted in the absence of bending stress,
F, = bending stress permitted in the absence of axial stress.
K = effective length factor, in this problem, it is 1 .0 from the
AISC Specification, Section 1.8 page 5-117.
r = radius of gyration
The column subjected to both axial compression and bending stresses
shall be proportioned to satisfy the above formulas in the above two cases.
For 40th story
Case I D.L. + L.L.
(a) Axial force (Table 1
)
50k
(b) Bending moment (Table 2)
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MM , D.L. all span (2)(-20.95) = -41 .90k"ft
L.L. on AB (0.5) (-24.30) = -I2.15k~ft
5if#05k-ft
For 14WF43 F
y
= 36ksi (A = I2.66in2 S = 62.7in3 )
a A 12.66
J *5
f. =
M
=
54.05x12
. 1Q#3ksiD
s 62.7
1 _ 12X12 _ rjL
p ~ 1.89 ~
F
a
= 15.79ksi (AISC p. 5-68)
F = 20ksiD
—
' -2*21 0.25 > 0.15
F
a 15.79
^ + r^T ^ = 0.25 + 1.13 1^^ = 0.25 +0.583 = 0.83 < 1 O.K.Fa 1-0.25 Fb 20
Case II (D.L. + L.L.) + W.L.
(a) Axial (Table 1 and Fig. 5) 50.36
(b) Bending moment (from Max. moment MgB ,) 61.25
f = 50.36 = 3.98ksia
12.36
f 61.25x12 _ ^ ,7ksib
62.7
_a
= 3_j28 = o.19 > 0.15
Fa 15.79x1.33
a
+
T^oj? F
1 = °* 19 + 1
'°5 fe?
= 0J9 + '30 = °*65 < 1 0>K -
Fa 1-0.19 b
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For 30th story
Case I——D.L. + L.L.
(a) Axial force (Table 1
)
770
k
(b) Bending moment (Table 3)
M
AA«
D.L all span (3X-14.80) = -44.40k -ft
L.L on AB OK-15.54) = -15.54k_ft
59.94k-ft
For 14WF167 F =
y
42ksi (A = 49.O^2 S = 267.
3
in3
r 4.01
)
f
a
= 770 -
49.09
15.7ksi
fb
=
59.94x1 I = 2 .69ksi
267.3 _
r
= JM 3
4.01
35.9
F
a
= 22.50 (AISC Code p. 5-78)
f
a
— 3
F
a
LUL.
22.50
0.70 > 0.15
1*
Fa
0.8-5
1-0.70
— = 0.70 + 2.84 IM =
FD 20
0.70 + 0.38 = t.08 y 1
Overstress in vertical loading in normal working stress.
Try 14WF176 F =
y
42ksi (a = 51 ,ny^2 S = 28! #9in3 r = 4.02)
^a
= 770 =
51.73
I4.9ksi
fb
= 59.94x12 2 ,6
ksi
281.9
V
a ' 35 3
4.02
35.9 F
a
= 22.5
45
fa m UK2. =
Fa 22.5
~ 0.661 > 0.15
r"
+ i±Hr F^0.66, + 2.5, 2^ = 0.932 <1.0 O.K.
a b
Case II (D.L. + L.L.) + W.L.
(a) Axial force (Table 1 and Fig. 5) 777.56
k
(b) Bending moment MgB , 105.48
k""'
f . 777-56 = 15ksi
a
"51 .73
f - 105.46x12 _ ,j Jcsi
b 281
.9
f
a 15
' *
—0,5 > o.o
Fa 22.5x1.33
fI
+S ^ = - 5 + 1 - 7 ±f = -786 < 1 - !»•»-
For 20th story
Case I D.L. + L.L.
(a) Axial force (Table 1) 1490k
(b) Bending moment (Table 4)
M^, D.L. all span (3) (-15.75) -4-7.25 k
"ft
L.L on AB (D(-16.15) = -16.15 ft
63#40k-ft
For 14WF314 F = 42
ksi
(A = °2.30in2 S = 511.9in3 r = 4.20)
f _ 1490 _ 1A , Jesia ^ 16.15
f 63.40x12 = u48ksi
511.9
46
r 4.20
F
a
= 22.66
— = Hails 0.71 > 0.15
Fa 22.66
f £
-A + 0-8? _k =. o.71 + 2.93 1^£ » 0.93 < 1 .0 0. K.
F
ft
1-0.71 Fb 20
Case II (D.L. + L.L.) + W.L.
(a) Axial force (Table 1 and Fig. 5) 1504.76
k
(b) Bending moment MBB , 158.18
k~"
« _ 1504 _ ac oksi
f
L
- 168.18x12 _ « ^.ksi
f
a
„ 16.3 = 0.2+1 > 0.15
Ffi 22.66x1 .33
f
a
+ 0.85
fb = 0#541 + 1#85 l^i. 0.80 < 1.0 0- K.
F
a 1-0.5*1 Fb 26 . 7
For 10th story
Case I D.L. + L.L.
(a) Axial force (Table 1 ) 221
k
(b) Bending moment (Table 5)
MM , D.L. all span (3X-16.10) = -48.30*"
L.L. on AB (1 )(-l6.36) -16.36 K
"ft
6^.66k~ft
<*7
For HIOT320 (18" x 1 1/8") F m teksi
(k^^.Z^2 S = 77? r = if.5)
f = 2210 = -16.^31
a 13^.2
f = 6^.66x12 _ } #0ksi
777
KT 53 32
F„ = 22.88
_£ . liiiL. = 0.716 > 0.15
Fa 22.88a
-£ + °' 8 5 Jfc- 0.716 + 2.99 -L_ = 0.865 < 1.0 O.K.
F
a
1-0.716 Fb
20
Case II (D.L. + L.L.) + W.E.
(a) Axial force (Table 1 and Fig. 5) 2331 .95k
v ft
(b) Bending moment MBB , 239.01
* *"
f =2331.95 = i7.3ksl
a
13^.6
fh = 239.01x12 = 3# 69ksi
777
_a
m T7t3 = o.57 > 0.15
F
a
22.88x1
.33
— +—2aSi-k = o.57 + 1.97 2^ = 0.8^ < 1.0 O.K.
F
a
1-0.57 Fb
"'
26.7 •
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For 2nd story
Case I D.L. + L.L.
(a) Axial force (Table 1) 2786k
(b) Bending moment (Table 6)
k-ft
M^, D.L. all span (3) (-16.30) -48.90
L.L. on AB (1 ) (-16.48) » -16.48
K"ft
= 42ksi
(A = 171 .1 1112 S = 1063in3 r = 5.26)
For 14WF (22" x 1 3/4") Fy
65#38k-ft
f
a
= 2286_ = l6 ksi
171.1
fh - 65.38x12 m ny,ks±b
1063
^
K-L = U&L. = 27.4 Fa = 23.30
ksi
r 5.26
— =
l6,3
-= 0.70 > 0.15
a
£a
+ ^8i £b = 0#?+2#83 0,224 „ 0#80^ < UQ ^
F
a
1-0.7 Fb 20
Case II (D.L. + L.L.) + W.L.
(a) Axial force (Table 1 and Fig. 5) 2813.7k
left
(b) Bending moment Mgg, 296.80 xu
fa = 2813^2 = ksi
171.1
fv - 2?6x12 , „,ksib
1063
3#35
49
f
a
_
16.48
fb 23.3x1 .33
= 0.53 > 0.15
F 1-0.53 F, 26.7
a D
O.K.
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FINAL DESIGN OF THE BUILDING
After obtaining the new sizes in columns and girders, we can revise
the moments of the frame by the moment distribution method using the new
stiffness factors if necessary.
These moments and axial forces in the typical floors are the design
factors for the whole building. Moments and axial forces in other floors
can be obtained by plotting the story moment and axial force curves. These
curves turn out to be nearly a straight line. One can easily interpolate
the design data from the curves and obtain the desired sizes of columns
and girders by the equations from the handbook.
For the purpose of practical design, the same size can be used for
more than two stories.
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CONCLUSION
Among the many complicated structural analyses is the study of wind
stresses in tall buildings. The exact analysis is impossible because of
many uncertainties involved as mentioned in the INTRODUCTION. Approximate
analyses by the moment distribution method is not convenient and by the
slope deflection method requires the knowledge and availability of an
electronic computer and its operation. The practicing structural engineer
must resort to approximate methods of analysis in order to obtain a solution
within a reasonable time. In this report, we break the whole building
frame into some typical subframes. After obtaining the moments in each
typical story, we plot the moments for the typical stories and using
straight line interpolation obtain the moments on each story. Then we
design each story by using these moments. This systematic method of
breaking up the whole frame into subframes is very convenient in the
analysis of tall buildings.
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The analysis of stresses in tall buildings due to vertical and wind
loads is tedious and time consuming by any method. An exact analysis is
impossible because of many uncertainties involved such as the exact dis-
tribution of wind pressure on the building, the torsion of the tall frame,
and the secondary moments. Approximate analysis by the moment distribution
method is not convenient and by the slope deflection method requires the
knowledge and availability of an electronic computer and its operations.
In order to obtain a solution within a reasonable time, the writer presents
here a speedy and modified combination of several methods to solve such a
problem.
First, the cantilever method is used to solve for the wind stresses
which are combined with the stresses due to vertical loads in order to get
the approximate sections for columns and girders. Second, both the portal
method and a modified moment distribution method are used. The portal
method is used for a more refined analysis of the wind stresses. The
modified moment distribution method which requires the approximate stiffness
factors of all members, and breaks up the whole building frame into some
typical subframes, is used to recalculate the stresses due to vertical loads.
After obtaining the combination of these two kinds of stresses in the
typical stories, curves for the moments in the girders and columns of the
typical stories are plotted and straight line interpolation is used to
obtain the moments ori each story. Then, by using these moments, the
approximate sections on the typical stories can be revised and the sections
on other stories can therefore be designed. This systematic method of
breaking up the whole frame into subframes is very convenient in the
analysis of tall buildings.
